
5. OBSERVING, RECORDING, AND
REPORTING CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT

Observing and Recording

How do teachers know if the materials in the activity centers are of interest to
children? How do they know if the activities are meeting the needs of children?
How can teachers share information with parents in a way that accurately
describes how their children are spending their time? How do teachers
document a concern that they have about a child's behavior? How do teachers
individualize an activity?

These are some of the questions that teachers should ask themselves as they plan
activities, adapt the environment, and interact with children.

One method that teachers have found useful is to observe children in their
natural environments - home, classroom, and outdoors - and to record their
observations. In this way, they have concrete information that they can share
with parents and other members of the teaching team.

Observation is the process of watching a child at work or play without
interfering in the activity.

Recording is the process of documenting the observed activity or behavior.
Although many teachers do this naturall~ a systematic approach helps ensure
that children are observed participating in many different activities over time.

Teachers' observations must be sensitive and detailed. Young children are often
unable to express in words what they express in action. A child might express
frustration by throwing the paper on the floor when he cannot cut with scissors.
A big smile might be the only indication we have that a child has climbed to the
top of the slide for the first time. As Cohen and Stern observe,

Children communicate with us through their eyes, the quality of their
voices, their body postures, their gestures, their mannerisms, their smiles,
their jumping up and down, their listlessness. They show us, by the way
they do things, as well as by what they do, what is going on inside them.
When we come to see children's behavior through the eyes of its meaning
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to them, from the inside out, we shall bewell on our way to understanding
them. Recording their ways of communicating helps us to see them as
they are. (Cohen and Stem, 1974,p. 5).

By recording their observations, teachers document children's work and the
quality of that work or interaction. This information enables them to better
evaluate and set goals for that child. Over time, observations of the child can
reveal patterns of behavior, learning preferences, mastery of skills, and
developmental progress.

Observation Guidelines

To function as an observer, the teacher must set aside the time to observe and
have the right tools to record her observations. No teacher can be a totally
objective observer. Teachers should try, however, to describe accurately the
behaviors they record, without subjective interpretation or labeling. Objective
observations do not include what the teacher thinks or feels happened; rather,
they describe what the child actually did or said.

Objective observations are factual statements: "Jo picked up the block and threw
it at Samuel," or, "Marie spent her time outdoors sitting under the tree."

Subjective observations are labels, judgments, or information recorded out of
context: "Jo is aggressive" or, "Marie is lazy." Labels do not convey information
that helps in understanding a child's development.

An observation should also be detailed
and descriptive. For instance, record
ing "Adam chose to build with blocks
in the block area," gives information
about the choice Adam made and the
materials he worked with. It does not
provide as much information as the
following, more complete, anecdotal
observation: "As soon as Adam came
into the classroom, he announced to
his friends, Mica and Sol, that he
wanted to 'build the biggest house in
the city.' He invited them to join him.
Together they used all the blocks
available and built a house with seven
rooms. Adam asked me to make a sign
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for his house, which I wrote out and he copied onto yellow paper. The sign said,
'The Big House.' Adam stayed in the block center for fifty minutes."

This record documents what Adam chose to work on. It illustrates that he had
thought about and planned what he wanted to build prior to coming to school.
It also indicates that he included others, shared his ideas, and expanded his
block play into the area of literacy. Finall)', he sustained attention for a long,
uninterrupted period of time.

It did not take the teacher long to observe Adam and describe his activity in
detail. When she reviews his records for planning, she will be able to encourage
and expand upon his interests. She will also have an anecdote to share with his
family.

Other types of observations can range from short notes jotted on a piece of paper
to checklists that pinpoint specific activities.

Informal Observation Techniques

Anecdotal Records These are brief
accounts of specific incidents. They
tell a picture in words. They should
give factual information about what
happened, when it happened, where
it happened, the stimulus for the
activity, the child's reactions, and
how the action ended. They can
quote what the child said and
describe the quality of behavior. The
previous description of Adam is an
example of an anecdotal observation.

Narratives or Diary Records These
are daily notes or impressions of
group and individual activities that

are recorded at the end of the day. They tend to be somewhat subjective and often
capture a quick impression or mood. They are useful for tracing some of the
successes and failures of the day's events. For example:

The group activity of hide-and-seek did not go well today. The children
were restless and quickly lost interest. They much preferred our nature
walk and are looking forward to watching the salamander eggs hatch.
Michelle was especially interested in exploring the stream today, examin-
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ing the water with the magnifying glass and guessing what the squirm
ing creatures were. She was reluctant to return to class, and Ihad to ask
her to come three times.

Daily Health Checks Every morning as children enter the classroom the
teacher should take note of their health status. Is the child's nose running or
stuffed? Does the child seem flushed or feverish? Is there a rash? Any bruises
or lacerations? Are eyes tearful or running? Is the child scratching her head? Is
the child hearing well, or might his ears be filled with fluid? Is the child
limping? Does the child have diarrhea? If the child is unwell, the teacher should
let the parents know immediately and keep the child quiet and away from other
children if possible. In addition to these daily health checks, routine vision and
hearing screenings should be performed by the health department. A record of
all required immunizations should be on file.

Teacher Observation Checklists An observation checklist identifies specific
behaviors to be observed. A developmental checklist structures the process of
systematically collecting information on a child's level of functioning in various
areas. It typically lists skills that have been sequenced in the order that they are
generally learned. The checklist may assess domains such as fine and gross
motor, expressive and receptive language, intellectual, social-emotional, and
self-help skills. These checklists provide information about what a child can and
cannot do in each developmental area. Teachers can use this information to help
set goals for a child and plan activities that help the child progress. An example
of a developmental checklist, Observation Checklist for Teachers, is at the end of
this chapter.

Other checklists provide teachers with a record of what learning centers the
children choose, or which materials they use most often. They are helpful in
assuring, for example, that children who spend most of their free time in the art
area are encouraged to explore other activity centers. The teacher can help the
child make this transition by setting up a favorite art activity in another part of
the room, such as painting clouds and the sky for a castle that will be built with
blocks and small boxes.

Frequency Counts and Time Samples These techniques help a teacher keep
track of the number of times a behavior occurs. A tally is kept for a specified
time ("Sue hit another child five times during outdoor play today,") or the
length of time a behavior lasted ("Thomas cried for eight minutes when he was
asked to wash up for lunch.") These records can be used to help a child reduce
or diminish a negative behavior. For example, if the teacher discovers that
Thomas cries whenever there are transitions from one activity to the next, she
may be able to help him by alerting and preparing him before the transition
occurs. This method is effective only if the behavior is overt and frequent.
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Portfolios or Work Samples These are collections of work that a child does
over time. They can include drawings, dictated stories, attempts at writing
words and numbers, and language samples, which are transcriptions of the ex
act words a child uses to express a thought or idea. In addition, a series of
photographs can provide a visual picture of the child at work. Tape recordings
of a child's conversation can also be included. These are highly individualized
collections.

Children enjoy reviewing their work with teachers and reminiscing about when
they did it and what it means to them. They may also be interested in selecting
work to put in their portfolios themselves. Family members are often surprised
to see the diversity of their child's work when teachers share the portfolios at
conferences. Children should always be aware that teachers will share their
portfolios with their parents.

Interviews and Conversations Children are happy to discuss their thoughts,
ideas, and work with adults if they trust that the adult is truly interested and
respectful. When a teacher takes time to listen to a child describe an art project
or talk about a favorite cousin, it makes the child feel valued and helps the
teacher better understand that child. Open-ended questions, such as "Why are
clouds in the sky?" or "How does an airplane fly?" provide insight into the level
of the child's understanding about the world. Teachers can probe further by
asking for more information or by offering another question, such as, "How are
birds and airplanes alike?"

Do not contradict children. Accept all answers. The purpose of this kind of in
quiry is to learn more about a child's thinking process.

Literacy interviews for five- and six-year-olds often give insight into their un
derstanding of reading, writing, and speaking, as well as their readiness for
more complex literacy experiences. A child who answers the question "How do
you know how to read words?" with "Words are really lots of letters that each
have a sound, and you move your tongue and lips in funny ways to make the
sounds," may be ready for rhymes and books with a strong use of phonics. A
child who responds "Words are like pictures that grown-ups know," shows that
she thinks reading is an external process. She is not ready for more formal
approaches toward literacy. That child should listen to stories, play with letters
and numbers in a more concrete way, and see her words on paper.

These are methods of observing children and recording the observations. Teach
ers also need to decide when, where, and what they will observe. All children
in the classroom should be observed in different areas of the room and outdoors,
at different times of the day throughout the year.
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Recording Techniques and Tools

Teachers use a number of techniques to record and organize their observations.
One technique is to keep a pad of paper and pencil in a pocket at all times to
catch a phrase or describe the key events in an interaction. Another is to keep
scrap paper and pencils around the room to record information. At the end of
the day, these short notes are transcribed in greater detail into a notebook or file.
Some teachers spend time at the end of the day listing specific observations and
general impressions into a diary. Other teachers create an individual file card for
each student. By rotating the cards daily, the teacher can be sure to take notes
on all the children. Checklists can be put on the walls around the classroom to
keep track of the choices children make during the day. If a teacher wants to
observe gross motor development, she can set up an obstacle course outside and
use a developmental checklist to record the skills of all the childr~ as they play
on the balance beam, climb stairs, or bend and crawl under a board.
Photographs and tape recorders provide long-lasting records of children. Gath
ering, recording, and organizing the observations of children leads to purpose
ful planning and individualizing of the curriculum.

What To Observe

Dimensions of the Individual

Accommodating the individual aspects of each learner is a cornerstone of
effective teaching. It is important to respond to the individuality of each child
and not judge or evaluate it. Understanding of the individual child requires that
the teacher consider the following dimensions:

Family Culture and Diversity

The most salient characteristic of each family is its culture. Culture determines
much about what individuals think and value and how they behave. Children
are socialized in ways that are consistent with the culture of the family.

Home visits are essential, because they give teachers some insight into family
and culture. Teachers should ask parents to discuss any important cultural
considerations that can be accommodated in the classroom, such as dietary
preferences (pork may be prohibited), religious practices (Hanukkah can be
celebrated along with Christmas), language (the child may speak a different
language at home), and time (some cultures view time as flexible). Teachers
will also have a chance to observe how the family interacts with the children.
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Some families prefer that children be "seen and not heard," while others
include children in every aspect of activity and conversation. Some cultures
consider it disrespectftJI for children to look adults directly in the eye. The
insights gained through home visits will help teachers understand many of the
behaviors that children exhibit at school and view them as culturally
appropriate for an individual child.

Age

Obviousl~ three-year-olds act and think differently than four- or five-year-olds.
Familiarity with the stages of child development is paramount for teachers. For
example, most five year old children can concentrate longer, communicate more
effectively, engage in more interactive pla~ and understand abstract concepts
better than most three- and four-year-olds. Age is an important factor when de
termining what activities to provide, how to provide them, and for how long.
(See Developmental Guidelines in Chapter 2).

Developmental Level

Within any group of three-year-old children, there is great variance in ability
and functioning. Some will function like two-year-olds and some like four
year-olds; most will be somewhere in between. To further complicate matters,
the development of children is often uneven: a child may be advanced in
language and communication, but delayed in motor abilities. There is a
variance of at least two years in the developmental level within most
classrooms of children of the same chronological age. If there are particularly
gifted or developmentally delayed children in the class, the variance will be
even greater. It is, therefore, not enough to consider chronological age alone; to
individualize each learning strategy, the teacher must also consider the child's
development level.

Personality and Temperament

There are many characteristics of personality and temperament and for each
characteristic there is a continuum along which each child can be placed. These
continuums include the following extremes:

• Serious/Lighthearted
• Energetic/ Calm
• Extroverted/Introverted
• Curious/Indifferent

• Easygoing/Intense
• Fastidious/Messy
• Risk-taker/Cautious
• Trusting/Skeptical

Teachers need to be aware that their own personalities and temperaments may
clash or mesh with those of individual children. By understanding these
differences and accepting them, teachers can improve the quality of life of
children.
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To learn well some children need to talk and
interact with others, while other children learn best
when they work quietly on their own. By weigh
ing such factors the teacher makes sure that each
child is choosing appropriately and not, for
example, isolating herself because she fears being
rejected by others or lacks the skills to interact
effectively. This may be difficult to determine,
because children who cannot do something often
simply refuse to do it.

Gender

Gender difference is so obvious that it is often
overlooked when teachers consider the dimensions
of the individual. Teachers often witness gender
based behavior, such as boys engaging in loud, physical, rough-and-tumble play
and girls preferring language-based, social, and organized play. It is natural to
allow children to select playmates and activities, even if these decisions are gen
der-based. It is equally important to encourage all children to expand their
competencies.

Learning Style

Children learn at different rates. Leaming rate is not necessarily an indication
of intelligence, for some slow learners understand concepts more thoroughly
than quick learners. Some children are highly dependent on others to learn well,
while other children learn better on their own. Often a child has a primary
sensory learning modality. This means that he may rely mostly on his visual
sense to obtain information and to interpret the world. Another child may do
the same with her keen audito~ tactile, or feeling sense. Like personality and
temperament, learning style characteristics exist on a continuum. These
characteristics are particularly noticeable when a child is at the extremes of the
continuum. When this is the case, teaching strategies must be adjusted
accordingly.

Interests

Most children have at least one particular interest. Some are fascinated by trucks
and machines, others by dinosaurs, a certain sport, or a particular activity in kin
dergarten. Using these interests, the teacher can incorporate activities from all
areas of the curriculum. Sometimes children express and pursue their interests
only at home, so it is necessary to ask parents about them.
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Strengths and Needs

All children have strengths (what they do particularly well) and needs (what
they require help with to do better). Sometimes strengths and needs are inextri
cably linked. Good teachers build on abilities and interests, which are often the
same, to help children overcome their weaknesses.

For instance, Judith is an excellent artist who chooses to spend much of her
time in the art area. She shows little interest or skill in mathematics. Her teach
er helps Judith practice math concepts through art. She asks Judith how many
colors of paint she wants to use at the easel, then has her mix the paints using
a recipe of one half cup of powdered paint to one cup of water. Another day,
she asks Judith to prepare balls of playdough for the children sitting at the art
table. Judith counts the children and divides the playdough into five equal
portions. Judith feels comfortable practicing math using materials that interest
her.

Self-Concept

Indicators of self-concept include how children perceive themselves, how realis
tically they know their own strengths and needs, and how they judge their own
ability to undertake a particular task. All children come into the class with dif
fering self-concepts. Some view themselves as incapable, others as extremely ca
pable, and most fall somewhere between the two. Overconfidence, or overesti
mating one's ability to accomplish a task is just as problematic as a lack of
confidence. Teachers can help children develop a realistic sense of themselves
and teach them to identify resources to solve problems (an important part of
self-efficacy) if they are able to determine accurately that a particular task is too
difficult for a child to do on his or her own. Increasing self-efficacy has a posi
tive effect on self-concept.

Behaviors to Observe

The following list summarizes some of the classroom behaviors that teachers
may want to focus on:

• How a child responds to routines.

• How a child manages transitions, quiet and active periods, group and
individual work periods. Watch the children as they separate from their
parents, during mealtimes, using the toilet, dressing, washing, and
resting.
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• How and what materials are used. Watch for the quality of use (Is the
brush held securely?), the variety of materials (Does the child use all the
art supplies or only the paints at the easel?), the imaginative use (Does the
child invent new ways to use the small blocks or always stack them?),
skill level (How many pieces are
in the puzzles he puts
together?), and concept under
standing (How complex is the
mathematical thinking that is
demonstrated as the child uses
attribute blocks?).

• How a child interacts with other
children. Does the child play
with many children or only the
same two children? Does the
child share toys? Does the child
initiate play or wait to be
invited? What kinds of
activities does he enjoy with
others?

• How a child interacts with teachers and other adults. Is the child able to
ask for help? Does the child require a lot of attention or direction? Does
the child ask for constant praise? Does the child enjoy talking with the
teacher? Does the child spend time with adult visitors in the classroom?

• Where the child plays in the classroom. Watch how the child moves
about the classroom. Does he spend time in all the activity centers?
Which one does he prefer to work in? Does she move easily from center
to center or does she require help?

• How a child uses language. Is the child easy to understand? Does she
make her wishes known? What is the quality of his voice? Does she
speak with both children and adults? How extensive is his vocabulary?

• How a child moves. Watch the child outside. Does he climb, run, skip,
jump? How is his balance? Is she able to catch and throw? Is he sure or
tentative in his movements? Does he enjoy soccer, kickball, dance, and
movement activities?

• Mood and temperament. Is the child easygoing or tense? Does he cry
frequently? Does he laugh and smile? Is she able to express her feelings
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verbally? Can he negotiate with children and adults? Is he easily
frustrated?

• The roles the child takes within the group (for example, leader, follower,
listener, talker).

Teachers' observations, assessment data, and information provided by family
members can be used to understand and plan for each child.

Using Information Gathered Through Observation

Individual Adaptations

One of the major purposes of observing the child is to gather information that
will enable the teacher to structure classroom experiences to better meet the
child's needs. The following techniques may be used to adapt classroom
activities to needs identified through observation:

Building on Interests For a child who is reluctant to take risks by expanding
her repertoire of activities, the teacher can expand a familiar activity by
integrating a new activity. For example:

Tal loves building with blocks but is reluctant to draw or write.
The teacher adds markers, paper, and tape to the block area and
asks Tal to make a traffic sign or a "Do Not Disturb" sign for his
building.

Eva talks so softly that it is difficult to hear her in a group. The
teacher gives puppets to Eva and a friend and asks that the
puppets yell out a refrain in a song.

Pairing and Grouping Children Piaget suggests that children learn best from
each other. Pairing a child who does not grasp a concept with another child
who has recently mastered it may facilitate understanding. For instance, a child
who has not mastered one-to-one correspondence watches as his friend
demonstrates and "teaches" him to play with dice and beads.

Modifying Activities Teachers can have children play with various
combinations of the same materials, depending on their knowledge or skill
level. For instance, when children play with puzzles, the teacher can make sure
that there are puzzles with different numbers of pieces available. While
children playa group game, the teacher can ask one child to perform a harder
task such as hopping on one foot, while another child jumps in place. Everyone
participates in different ways.
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Targeting Specific Needs A teacher may provide opportunities for a child to
practice mastering a specific skill or difficult task. If a teacher has observed that
several children have difficulty using scissors, she may plan activities that use
small muscles, such as fishing for objects with tongs or placing pegs in a board,
then move to tearing paper and, finall)', to using the scissors.

Seeking Outside Consultation or Arranging Referrals

Occasionall)', a teacher may find a worrisome pattern of behavior that does not
seem to improve, even after individual adaptations have been made. The
teacher may sense that there is an underlying problem. It is important to
document any concerns and remediations and share them with the family.
Together, teacher and family may decide to get more information. A physician,
psychologist, or other health professional may need to evaluate the child and
make recommendations about special interventions and supports. These
recommendations can be used to set specific goals and plan individual activities
for the child.

Formal screening tools and developmental assessments can provide additional
information. They should be reliable and valid. Teachers should be trained
before using these methods of assessment to ensure proper administration and
interpretation. Some diagnostic tests should be administered only by personnel
trained in a discipline, such as a special educator, psychologist, speech and
language pathologist, or occupational and physical therapist.

Children With Disabilities

Including children with disabilities in preschool classrooms conveys a powerful
message to society - that we value every human being. All young children are
more alike than different, and with support from teachers and parents, children
with disabilities can thrive in a classroom that values each child's individuality
and uniqueness. Typically developing children learn to reach out to their peers
with special needs in friendship, play and work.

Staff who have not worked with children who have disabilities are often

concerned about their ability to meet the child's special needs. They need
information on the characteristics of common disabilities as well as an
opportunity to express their worries. Often parents are excellent sources of
information on their child's disability as well as specific techniques that can be
used to meet their child's special needs. They can also identify their child's
strengths and interests as well as needs.
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With parental permission, specialists such as speech or physical therapists can
observe a child with a disability in the classroom and make recommendations
for adapting materials and activities for the child. Specialists can work individ
ually with the child or include the child with a disability in a small group
activity with other children in the classroom. Teachers can request help in de
veloping individualized plans for the child with a disability.

The following techniques, adaptions, and modifications will help teachers meet
the varied needs of children with disabilities:

• Physical Disabilities The classroom may have to be modified to
accommodate a wheelchair. A ramp can replace stairs; an easel can be
raised; a water table put on blocks; bolsters may help a child sit or lay in
a comfortable position. Have fat crayons and pencils available; use tape
to create a better grip on paint brushes; have puzzles with knobs on the
pieces for easy removal; use adaptive utensils if available.

• Language Delays Model appropriate language using simple sentences.
Use visual clues such as pictures or real materials to accompany lan
guage. Repeat information and directions, and have the child repeat new
information. Make sure that the listener/teacher is accepting and
nonjudgmental.

• Hearing Impairments If the
child uses sign language, have
someone come to the classroom

to teach everyone simple signs.
Check hearing aid batteries.
Use visual clues such as
pictures, photos, or real objects.
Get the child's attention before
telling a story or giving
information. Demonstrate new
activities and the use of
materials.

• Low Vision or Blindness Use

materials that appeal to many
senses: for example, use
sandpaper letters and numbers,
or glue textured fabric onto
puzzles. Make sure that the
classroom is safe for the child's
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free mobility. Stay close or assign a peer to accompany the child in the
classroom and outdoors. Use a bell to get the children's attention. Play
music and sing songs. Help the child feel new materials and equipment.

• Mental Retardation Help the child feel successful by having appro
priate materials and activities available. Learn how to break tasks down
to their simplest parts. Give simple, clear directions and give feedback
often. Help the child enter into play with other children.

• Attentional Difficulties Use short sentences and give clear directions.
Keep group times short. Use visual clues. Have the child sit next to a
teacher during group events. Have a quiet area of the room that the child
can use for work that requires concentration or for a place to rest.

• Emotional or Behavioral Disturbances Help the child use words to
express feelings and keep choices limited. Have a quiet place with soft
pillows or cushions to which the child can retreat. Give positive
feedback and set consistent rules and expectations. Use puppets, stuffed
animals, and dolls to allow the child to express his thoughts and feelings.
Help the other children set limits and feel safe without isolating the child.
Allow withdrawn children to watch others before joining an activity and
help them make a special friend.

Reporting Information to Families

ParentlTeacher Conferences

Much of the contact teachers have with
families is informal. Informal contact

is valuable and meets many needs of
both families and staff. However, there
are times when a formal conference is
the preferred mode of communication.
The purpose of such a conference is
usually to allow teachers to discuss the
child's progress and give the parents
an opportunity to share their
observations, ideas, and concerns.
Problems can be discussed and
solutions generated by teachers and
parents together. Individual goals can
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be set for children, and parents can provide information on strategies they use
effectively at home. Conferences usually last from 30 to 45 minutes and are held
between one and three times during the program year. The following guideline
will help ensure successful parent/teacher conferences.
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Guidelines for Successful ParentlTeacher Conferences

• Schedule conferences at a convenient time for the family. Evening
or weekend conferences may be necessary for families unable to
leave work during regular school hours. Tell the families the
purpose of the conference. If you want them to bring any
information, ask for it specifically and give an example.

• The Family Room or the classroom will offer families a comfortable
and familiar place to meet. Have coffee or refreshments available.
Ask another adult to care for the children. Start the conference with
positive information about the child's progress and development.

• Give parents any written information or reports prior to the
conference so they can read and review them before the meeting.
Provide examples of the child's work to illustrate points that you
will discuss. If portfolios are used, parents and teachers can discuss
the child's development based on his work samples. Always give
families opportunities to ask questions, express concerns, and share
the successes or problems they see at home. The purpose of the
conference is to share information both ways. Make the conference
personal - ask families about activities the child likes to do at
home, about a sick family member the child has mentioned, or a
recent book the child liked.

• Behavior is the subject of many discussions between teaching staff
and families, and it can be a cause of concern for both. Discuss the
rules of behavior in the classroom and give examples of how
appropriate behavior is reinforced and methods used if behavior is
inappropriate. These conferences (along with meetings,
newsletters, and workshops) can reinforce consistent management
of behavior between the home and school.

• Respect the family's other obligations. If the conference is set for 30
minutes, respect the time limit. If all the concerns and information
have not been covered, reschedule another conference for a
mutually convenient time. Always end the conference on a positive
note and give the family the opportunity to ask questions or
provide ways to contact you if they have questions later.
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Reports

Written reports are another formal method of sharing information with families.
They provide a written record of the child's progress, overall development,
preferences, and style of interaction. Reports should create a picture of the child
during a typical day. Sample forms for two reporting methods are included at
the end of the chapter: Observation Checklist for Teachers and Sample Midyear
Narrative Report.

Write in positive language, stressing both strengths and needs. State concerns
directly and objectively. Be careful not to be judgmental when writing reports
or reporting behavior to families. Information should be observable and
documented. Offer suggestions on ways to change behavior or to improve
learning, and recommend any resources that may be helpful to the family. Be as
specific as possible. Always sign the report and include a way for the reader to
communicate with you.

If the report is to be sent to anyone other than the parent, such as the primary
school or a psychologist or therapist, families should have ample time to review
the report and request changes before it is distributed to others. Families should
review, sign, and give permission for all reports that are being sent to other
service providers or school personnel.

The information in written reports should never be a surprise to families. They
should be familiar with any concerns from informal contacts, telephone calls,
notes, visits, or conferences. The written information should be a review of the
information that you and the family have already discussed.

Frequent communication between families and teachers promotes a successful
experience for all- children, families, and teachers. Together, they can provide
an experience that nurtures, challenges, and celebrates the successes of the
children.
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OBSERVATION CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS

Name of Child

Date Trme

Name of Observer -----------------------

Check those items that pertain to the child you are observing. Use NA for those
activities and behaviors you do not observe. Note any concerns or qualitative
information.

Developmental Domains

Speech and Language Skills

Talks with children

Talks with adults

Is understood _

Uses complete sentences _

Talks during play

Uses language spontaneously _

Initiates conversations _

Expresses feelings in words

Perceptual Skills (visual and auditory)

Matches colors and shapes _

Notices new materials or toys _

Recognizes own written name

Identifies common sounds
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Is tolerant of loud noises ---------------------
Listens and understands directions

Listens to and comments on stories

Participates in music and movement

Large Motor Skills

Jumps with both feet over object

Balances on a board

Goes up and down steps easily _

Throws a ball _

Uses a dominant hand to throw consistently

Kicks a ball --------------------------

Uses a dominant leg to kick consistently _

Runs without falling _

Rides wheeled equipment with ease _

Uses the swing

Climbs up and goes down sliding board _

Small Motor Skills

Buttons and unbuttons clothing _

Zips and unzips clothing _

Strings beads or other small objects

Completes puzzles

Stacks objects correctly _
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Traces around object _

Cuts well with scissors ----------------------

Draws simple shapes

Pounds nails into wood

Uses cooking utensils with little help

Cognitive Skills

Asks questions about materials

Counts accurately up to (insert number)

Recognizes some letters and numbers

Sorts by size, shape and color _

Shows understanding of likes and differences

Makes believe in regard to dramatic play situations

Shows interest in books

Can recognize some words _

Is able to read

Builds with blocks in long rows _

Makes bridges with blocks

Makes enclosures with blocks

Routines of the Day

Chooses activity center without difficulty

Stays with activity until complete

Moves from one activity center to another with ease _
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Plays well with peers

Complies with classroom rules

Participates in large group activities _

Manages bathroom routine without help _

Eats most foods _

Is eager to go outdoors

Is able to rest _

Social and Emotional Skills

Gets along well with other children

Gets along well with adults

Is able to share

Is able to take turns

Can express anger in appropriate ways

Has one or more special friends _

Helps in clean-up _

Joins group games

Works in small group with one or two children _

Is able to give first and last name

Looks at person when speaking or being spoken to

Is respectful of and careful with materials

Separates from parent without tears _

Smiles and seems happy much of the time
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Rarely disrupts others' activities

Seems pleased with own accomplishments _

Is not afraid to try new experiences

Is not unduly afraid of animals or insects

Child's Health

Is rarely absent

Is seldom ill

Has good endurance

Looks generally healthy

Seems to have few or no allergies

Rarely complains about feeling ill _

Child's Favorite Activities:

Child's Favorite Books and Stories:

Other Comments:
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SAMPLE MIDYEAR NARRATIVEREPORT

NAME: Anna

TEACHERS: Kris and Roxane

DATE: January 1997

Having Anna in our class this year has been a pleasure. Anna has been healthy
so far this year, and has only missed school once when she had an ear infection.
Anna is a hearty eater and tries new foods eagerly at breakfast, snack time, and
lunch. Her favorite new food is yogurt with fruit, and she looks forward to
having it as a snack. Anna is able to take her coat and hat off herself, and she
can button her coat. She is trying to zipper, but still needs help with her boots.
Anna is able to use the toilet without help and usually remembers to wash her
hands.

As the year has progressed, Anna has been able to separate from her
grandmother more easily. She now gives "Nanna" a hug goodbye and comes
into the room on her own. She typically enters the classroom with enthusiasm,
saying "hello" to her teachers and any children nearby. Anna eats breakfast
immediately and then moves easily into one of the activity centers. She enjoys
playing with other children and shares toys and materials without difficulty.
She is able to initiate playas well as join in the play of others. Anna displays
confidence in herself as she proudly displays her drawings and other art work
to her classmates.

Anna moves from one activity center to another with ease, usually without
teacher assistance. Anna's favorite activity centers are literacy, sand and water,
art, and manipulatives. Anna has been building interesting and diverse
structures with all the bristle blocks in the manipulative area: last week she
used all the blocks to build a house for the toy animals to sleep in. Her small
muscle skills are very well-developed, as shown by her ability to cut with
scissors and paste small pieces of wood together. She can spend up to one-half
hour making a collage, working with clay or drawing pictures for the many
books she makes.

Anna has started showing interest in letters and words and often asks us to
write a story under a picture she has drawn. As you have seen, Anna has
started trying to write her name. It is age-appropriate for her to reverse the
direction of her letters, and she is able to hold her pencil with certainty.

While she is working at the manipulative center, Anna has worked with other
children sorting colored blocks and matching shapes. She enjoys setting the
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table for lunch and is able to count up to seven objects, such as cups, napkins
and silverware. These are all important logical mathematical concepts.

During large group activities, Anna often chooses to leave after five or ten
minutes to work by herself at the literacy or art centers which, as you know, is
an option for the children. During the time spent with the group, Anna is
attentive and participates. She especially enjoys listening to books being read
and music. Her favorite story is "Run Away Bunny" which she asks to read over
and over to herself and to her friends.

Anna eagerly awaits outdoor time and is one of the first children to put on her
coat and hat. Favorite activities outside include sliding down the sliding board
and playing in the yellow house with several girls. They often pretend they are
puppies or kittens that live in the woods. She has recently started playing
kickball with other children and is not concerned about missing the ball much
of the time. In observing Anna using an obstacle course, we noted that her
balance is age-appropriate, as are her climbing and jumping skills. She runs
with enthusiasm and is just beginning to use the tricycle.

Anna often talks about the places she visits with her family over the weekend.
She was especially eager to tell her classmates about visiting her new baby
cousin, Emile. This started a long discussion about babies and prompted many
of the children to make a baby book with photos of themselves as babies. We
have enjoyed having Anna's grandmother cook with the children. Anna is able
to share her grandmother's attention with others and seems to like to join in the
cooking activities.

Anna's contributions to the group have been many and we look forward to the
rest of the year.
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CRI Assessment Instrument for Ages 3-6

Child's Name:

Child's Age: __Date of Birth:

Gender

Teacher: Fall Date:Spring Date:

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

0::'.1 Begl,," IoeYelo-l Consist·COMMENTSvecI nlng ping ently

Self Identity and Self Esteem
DODD

1. Describes self, family, and cultural group
Describes selfTells about familyIncorporates self and family members into activities(drawings, play, storytelling)Explains family culture and traditions (food, holidays, music)

2.

Demonstrates positive attitude toward self and othersDODD
Separates from parents without difficulty Makes direct eye contactAsks for help when it's really needed

3.

Shows confidence in self DODD
Enjoys practicing new skills Shares accomplishments with othersShows persistence in perfecting a skill

4.

Demonstrates independence DODDDoes not cling to classroom staff Does things for selfMakes choices in the classroomUses classroom materials to implement original ideasFunctions independently as well as receives support from staff
5.

Respects the rights of self and others DODD
Shows respect for self and others Demands fairness from othersProtects his/her workProtects self physically or emotionallyAppears to be aware that other children are people and not things
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Not

De_Conalat·
Obaer-

Bogin- COMMENTS- nlngpingently

Self-Control and Interactions

DODD
1.

Follows most rules and routines
Knows and follows daily plansExplains classroom rulesManages transitions without disputeFollows rules

2.

Expresses emotion in appropriate ways DODD
Moves from one emotional state to another (angry to calm) Expresses anger (or other feelings) with wordsRedirects behavior (with support)Recognizes and names various emotionsExplains the reasons for his/her emotions

3.

Plays appropriately for age DODDPlays alone Plays alongside another child with little or no interaction(parallel play)Uses teacher's suggestions to play more elaboratelywith peersParticipates in cooperative activities
4.

Cooperates in play and interactions with peers DODDInitiates conversations Makes effective bids for play non-verballyJoins play when asked by others or asks "Can I play?"Takes turnsEncourages another child to playContributes and accepts ideas in playHas special friend(s)

Social Behavior
1.

Shows empathy DODD
Demonstrates awareness of others' feelings (distress, fun) Helps others in need

CRI PRESCHOOL ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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2

Understands and respects differences DODD
Plays with a child of a different background

Shows interest in differences of othersUses appropriate names when discussing diversities
3.

Shares DODD
Accepts alternatives Gives toys to othersAllows others to finishTakes toys from others after asking

4.

Takes responsibility DODDUses materials in appropriate ways Helps clean upCompletes tasks
5.

Uses compromise and discussion to resolve problemsDODD
Uses appropriate words to discuss conflict with one other child Resolves conflict appropriately without adult supportTrades one toy for another

LANGUAGE

Not
Develo-

Consist·
Obsera

Begin- COMMENTS- "Ingpingently

Receptive Language
1.

Listens with understanding to language DODD
Understands nonverbal language

Responds to instructions givenListens to a story and follows pictures or words
2.

Responds appropriately to verbal information DODDFollows directions that involve two steps Follows three or multiple step directionsFollows directions in a songFollows instructions to participate in an activity and acts accordinglyAsks appropriate questions

eRI PRESCHOOL ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
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LANGUAGE
Not

Develo·
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3.

Recognizes familiar verbal text
Shows appropriate non-verbal reactions or signals

DODD
(using hand motions to follow a song or poem) Joins in reciting familiar text

Expressive Language

DODD
1.

Speaks in a manner that is clear to listeners
Produces sounds correctlyDemonstrates appropriate verb usage

2.

Uses language to communicate ideas and DODD
feelings Speaks about experiencesCommunicates with adults and peersContributes ideas to group play

3.

Experiments with words and sounds DODD
Repeats silly words and uses nonsense words that sound funnyUses nonsense and actual rhyming wordsImitates and repeats letter sounds

4.

Tells a story or other text in sequence DODD
Retells a well-known story Tells his/her own story verballyExpands sentencesJoins in repetition part of a story, song or poem

5.

Understands perceptual concepts DODD
Uses descriptive words such as smooth, rough, sweet for textures, tastes, etc.Uses comparisons for unlike objects (yellow likesand)

Pre-Reading and Literacy Skills
1.

Concentrates on spoken text DODD
Joins easily and independently when a story is

offered
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LANGUAGE

Asks an adult to read or tell a story
Focuses attention for the duration of a story
Comments on a story after it is read

Not

Qboer.IIlegIn-I--1 eo•• lot-_ nino ping entIy COMMENTS

2. Tells a story following the pictures in a book
Describes what is happening in a picture
Tells the story in logical order following the pictures
Adds or creates pictures or ideas to the story

DODD

2.

t->
tv
"'I

3. Shows independence in activities related to literature
Visits the literacy center and library often
Pretends to read

Holds book properly, moves from front to back
Enjoys making books
Recreates familiar literature themes through
dramatic play activities, drawing

4 Recognizes association of spoken and written words
Identifies classroom labels
Identifies own written name

Dictates own story to the teacher

Prewriting Language and Literacy Skills \
1. Demonstrates interest in using writing for a purpose

Pretends to write (scribbles in horizontal lines)
Uses various writing instruments
Prints real letters and writes own name

Asks "How do you spell ... ?" when writing
Inserts real words into pretend text------------
Uses letters and similar shapes to create words or
simple ideas
Makes a sign to use in play situations with pictures or words
(creates a sign for the airport that was built with the blocks)
Writes with letters and similar shapes
Uses signs as a reminder about regular activities
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Motivation and Problem Solving
1. Observes and explores

Explores new materials, toys, and other things
Manipulates things to understand their functioning
Uses more than one sense to gain information about projects

Not

Qbser_1Begln-IDe_ICon.lot-ved nlng ping .ntly

DODD

COMMENTS

I-"
~

2.

3.

4.

Demonstrates curiosity and desire to solve problems
Shows interest in what happens in the classroom
Tries to discover causes and effects

Asks questions about world, events, and materials
Returns to a past activity in which he/ she was previously involved
Persists in solving problems until completed
(logic, puzzles, tangrams)

Demonstrates constructive thinking
Uses knowledge and experiences in various activity
centers (acts out a trip to the doctor)
Applies information or experience to a new context
(uses information about own family when
discussing animal families)
Searches for objects in a systematic manner
Finds more than one solution to a problem

Makes predictions and plans
Indicates what he/she plans to build or make
Collects several appropriate items before beginning a task
Uses planning in approaching a task or activity
Attempts hypotheses and predictions
Predicts a sequence of events

DODD

DODD

DODD
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Logical and Mathematical Thinking
1. Classifies according to attributes

Classifies objects according to color, shape, size,
etc. (groups all red cars together)
Collects sets of objects according to function and
labels sets (groups transportation objects in one set
and animals in another set)
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Classifies objects into two or more subgroups by
shape, color, size, etc., and labels groupsFinds the one in a group that does not belong andcomments

2.

Arranges things in a series DODDSees mistakes in sorting Arranges objects in order from smallest to biggestInserts a new item in a line of arranged objects
3.

Reproduces patterns in different ways DODDRepeats and extends simple patterns of a rhythm, blocks, etc.Describes the pattern when asked using descriptivewords (red circle, blue square)Creates patterns independently using variousmaterials (blocks, colors, transportation vehicles)
4.

Reconstructs and recalls the sequence of events DODDRecalls more than 3 steps in a familiar routine (the daily plans or steps in a game)Reconstructs the sequence of events yesterdayArranges 4-5 new pictures in a logical sequence and

\

tells a story
5.

Understands quantitative relationships DODDCounts from one to __ by rote Uses one to one correspondence (gives each child atthe table one spoon and counts objects)Compares larger and smaller, many and fewUses comparative words to describe sizes (big, bigger, biggest)Uses tools to measure length, weight, or volumeAdds and subtracts within 10 using manipulativesCounts by 2s and 3s to 20
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6.

Shows awareness of and uses geometric shapes DODDcorrectly Identifies, labels, and draws primary geometric shapesIdentifies shapes in the environmentCan solve simple puzzle (circle or square cut into 4-5 pieces)
7.

Understands basic spatial relationships DODDShows understanding of position and direction words by following directions ("Put the book on the table.")Uses position and direction words properlyCompletes various types of puzzles
8.

Shows awareness of time concepts DODDKnows daily schedule Knows time concepts (day/night, morning/evening)Understands yesterday, tomorrow, last month, before,after, first, later, etc.Knows sequence of days of the week, seasons, and months

Knowledge and Information

,
1.

Demonstrates general knowledge DODDKnows colors by name Identifies by name a wide range of objects in environmentTells about his house, school, grocery store, church, and otherlocations in the communityExplains main ideas about different careers in the communityShows awareness of some national tradition (celebration ofIndependence Day)
2.

Seeks information from various sources
DODDAsks questions
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Creative Appreciation
DODD1.

Shows interest in and appreciation for his own work
and works of othersShows his/her work to other children, teachers, parentsAsks questions about workSuggests how to display workComments positively on creations of others

2.

Looks for beauty and harmony defined by own criteriaDODD
Makes selections for projects with care Comments on pleasing objects, products, or situationsComments on what is pleasing in his work and work of othersNotices patterns and relationships

3.

Demonstrates creative persistence DODDForms strong interests Becomes deeply absorbed in some activitiesEnjoys thinking and working independentlyChallenges assumptions because of a difference in reasoning

Creative Capacities
1.

Shows interest in creative activities DODD,Displays curiosity
Shows positive feelings when engaged in creative activitiesMakes significant observations and asks questions

2.

Shows imagination and representation DODD
Uses materials and ideas in original ways Sees things in new waysConnects past experiences to unknown experiences

3.

Expresses self in a creative manner in a variety of areasDODD
Expresses self through music, art, movement, etc. Combines things or ideas in new waysDemonstrates flexibility when expressing concepts, ideas, feelings
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4.

Personal interpretation DODDShows his/her opinion about ideas and products Looks for original situationsShows fluency on different kinds of opinionsRefuses to participate in activities he/she doesn't likeHas a sense of humor

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Not
o.velo-Consist-

Oboe,-
Begin- COMMENTSved
nlngplngenlly

Gross Motor
1.

Demonstrates physical strength DODD
Throws a heavy ball

Lifts something while sittingClimbs on climbing equipmentDoes not tire easilyHops on one footJumps with feet togetherKicks a ball
2.

Moves with coordination and balance DODDRolls a ball to a destination Catches a ball or bean bag with two handsRuns with controlSkips with controlMoves body over, under, and around objectsJumps rope with feet together or skippingStands on one foot
Fine Motor1.

Demonstrates control DODD
Shows hand preference (right or left) Picks up and inserts objects easilyHold writing implements, scissors with correct grip
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CREATIVITY
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2.

Uses coordinated movement DODD
Shows eye/hand coordination (threads a needle) Fits small object togetherZips and buttonsCuts on a lineDraws or writes with control

Health and Safety
1.

Follows everyday health and hygiene practices DODD
Washes hands at necessary times (after toileting and before eating) Understands good dental health habits (brushes teeth)Gets regular exercise and restShows awareness of nutritious foods

2.

Shows awareness of safety outdoors and indoors DODDKnows how to cross the street safely Understands situations that can be dangerous(electricity, fire, medicine, strangers)
3.

Knows body parts and their functions DODDKnows important body parts and describes their purposes Protects parts of the body (protects eyes against irritation)Describes physical pain or discomfort and identifiesits location
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